
    (Locus of Points) 
                 

  

Locus of Points 
Having students write in a journal for these activities is a wonderful idea.  

Ask the students what they think the locus of points will look like before 

having sketchpad show them. A locus of points can be described as finding 

all of the possible locations of a point given certain parameters.  A very 

simple example is a circle.  A circle is defined as the set of points (or locus of 

points) a fixed distance away from a center point. Consider a more difficult 

example, look at the sketch on the right. Circle A and segment DC are fixed 

in space. Point E is able to move anywhere on circle A and point F is able to 

move anywhere on segment CD.  What would the locus of points be for a 

midpoint “m” of segment EF. (Given point E on circle A, point F on segment 

CD, and point m is the midpoint of segment EF. Find the locus of points 

“m”).  What kind of shape do you think the set of all possible points “m” will 

look like? 
 Open a new sketch 

 Using the freehand tools create a sketch similar to  the one above. 

o Using the circle tool, create a circle. 

o Using the segment tool, create a vertical segment to the right of the circle. 

o Using the segment tool, create a line with one endpoint on the segment and 

the other on the circle (do not pick one of the points that define the circle). 

o While the segment joining the two figures, select Midpoint from the 

Construct menu 

 Highlight the midpoint, point “m”, and select Trace midpoint under the 

Display menu 

 Highlight points E and F only.  Under the Edit Menu Select Action 

Buttons        Animation… 

 This will bring up an animation window.  In the animation window you can alter the 

direction of the animation and the Speed of the animation.  In this particular example 

there are two animations being defined.  To change the settings for the second animation 

click on its description in the Animate: window. It may help in this example to change 

the speed to a faster setting (either fast or other set to “5” or more). Finally press  OK . 

 You should now have a user created button in your sketch. Using the label tool, you can 

double click on the button to change its  title. 

  Before actually clicking on the button (which probably most have already) what kind 

of shape do you think the locus of points will define?     

         

    Was your conjecture correct?    

 Under Display, choose Erase Traces to try again. 

 

The results 
of the 
traced 
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 Try other locus of points problems. Make a conjecture first  as to what kind of shape the 

locus of points will define and then, see if it fits your conjecture. 

 

 Given a general triangle ABC, point D lies somewhere on segment AC, 

point E lies somewhere on segment BC. Find the locus of midpoints m 

if m is the midpoint of segment DE. 

 

 

 

 

 Given two circles A and C, point E lies somewhere on circle A, point F 

lies somewhere on circle C. Find the locus of midpoints m, if m is the 

midpoint of segment EF. 

 

 

 

 Given a general triangle ABC and circle D, point F lies somewhere on 

the perimeter of triangle ABC, point G lies somewhere on circle D.  

Find the locus of midpoints m, if m is the midpoint of segment FG.  

(To create a point that lies on the perimeter of a figure, highlight a 

polygon interior and select Point on Triangle under the Construct 

menu.) 

 

 

 Given segment AB and point D are fixed, point C lies somewhere on 

segment AB.  Find the locus of perpendicular bisectors to CD.  

(Create a midpoint on segment CD. Highlight the midpoint & segment 

CD.  Select Perpendicular Line under the Construct menu. 

Highlight the perpendicular bisector and select Trace Perpendicular 

Line under the Display menu.) Also, see “Parabola from a Geometric 

Perspective” activity for help. 

 

 Given Circle A and point D are fixed, point C lies somewhere on Circle 

A.  Find the locus of perpendicular bisectors to CD.  (Create a 

midpoint on segment CD. Highlight the midpoint & segment CD.  

Select Perpendicular Line under the Construct menu. Highlight the 

perpendicular bisector and select Trace Perpendicular Line under 

the Display menu.)  

 

 Can you think of some others? 
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    (Advanced Locus of Points – Geometrically Morphing) 
                 

  

Locus of Points 

A locus of points can be described as finding all of the possible 

locations of a point given certain parameters.   

 Create a polygon interior that you wish to morph. First, switch 

to the point tool.  Hold down shift (keeps newly created points 

highlighted) and create the vertices that would define the 

polygon interior.  Then, select Polygon Interior under the 

Construct menu.  Its critical to create just the polygon interior.  

(DO NOT create the edges with segments) 

 Next using the circle tool, create a circle around the newly 

created polygon. Make sure that you use completely new points 

to define the circle (in other words, don’t start or end the circle 

on a point already visible on the sketch). 

 Highlight the polygon and select Point On Polygon Interior 

under the Construct Menu.  

 Then using the ray tool, create a ray that starts at the center of 

the circle and passes through the new point created on the 

polygon interior (created in the previous step). 

 Create the intersection of the ray and the circle.  Highlight the 

intersection point and the point on the polygon interior as 

shown at the right.  Select Segment under the Construct menu. 

 With the new segment still highlighted, select Point on 

Segment under the Construct menu. 

 

 Highlight the point on the polygon interior and the newly 

created point on the segment.  Then, select Locus under the 

Construct menu. Try moving the point on the segment. 

 

Extensions:  1. Try animating the point that 
creates the morphed polygon.  2.  Why does this 
Locus create a morphed polygon?  3.  Experiment 
with moving the polygon outside of the circle.  4.  
Try repeating the sketch but rather than using a 
segment to create the morphing point on try a 
complete line.  5.  Try shapes other than a circle. M. Winking p.15 


